
Begin Your Review

Saying Goodbye
Basic Legal Principles

It's difficult to imagine that you will need to say goodbye to any of your

employees, but it's a natural part of the employment process. An

organization may part ways with employees for any number of reasons.

An individual may no longer be suited to a role with evolving duties, or

budget cuts may lead to staff reductions. Whatever the cause, there are

times when letting go of an employee becomes necessary. When it does,

try to view termination as a process instead of an event. This mindset

helps you take the steps needed to help produce a favorable outcome

for both your organization and the employee.

Hiring and Onboarding

Employment Payroll & Taxes

Employee Handbook

Saying Goodbye

Legal Assist FAQ - What steps

should we take before letting an

employee go?
One of the first steps your organization will want to take is talking to an

attorney. Other steps include determining whether affected individuals

are employed at-will, documenting situations involving affected

employees, and ensuring consistency with the application of discipline.

In addition, you'll want to ensure that you're following your

organization's policies and procedures, such as those found in an

employee handbook. This is only a brief overview. Please review the

resources at right to learn more.

Article - Good Employment
Practices Protect Religious
Organizations

Article - Letting Staff Go - Best

Practices for Christian Employers

Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment
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Legal Assist FAQ - What steps should
we take before letting an employee

Basic Legal Principles

Hiring and Onboarding
go?

Employment Payroll & Taxes

A: Be aware of liability regarding employee

treatment and follow the listed guidelines.

Lawsuits alleging wrongful employment practices are one of today's

fastest growing areas of civil litigation. You can take steps to reduce

your risk.

Employee Handbook

Saying Goodbye

Legal Assist FAQ - What steps

should we take before letting an

employee go?

Anyone In a supervisory role should be aware of the following

guidelines;
Article - Good Employment
Practices Protect Religious
Organizations

Avoid inappropriate or inaccurate comments in an evaluation.
Article - Letting Staff Go - Best

Practices for Christian Employers
Identify specific rules or policies that any employee violates and

record all violations in the employee’s personnel file. Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment
Don't discharge an employee without the benefit of a thorough

investigation.

Give the employee an opportunity to explain any behavior in

question.

Seek the advice of counsel as soon as the possibility of termination

arises.

Share information about a termination on a "need to know" basis,

If you are a Brotherhood Mutual policyholder, please contact your agent

immediately anytime you become aware of a potential employment-

related claim. If your agent is unavailable, you should contact the

Claims Department directly at 800.333.3371,

Don't discharge an employee without the benefit of a

thorough investigation.
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Begin Your Review

Article - Good Employment Practices

Protect Religious Organizations
Basic Legal Principles

Hiring and Onboarding
As a Christian employer, you might think your employees would never

sue you. Think again. Employment Payroll & Taxes

Employee Handbook
Thousands of people file discrimination charges against their employers

each year, and even the best-run ministries are not exempt from being

sued. But preparing for the unpleasant possibility in advance can

prevent some employment conflicts and better equip your organization

to deal with those that arise.

Saying Goodbye

Legal Assist FAQ - What steps

should we take before lettingan

employee go?

Are you protected?

Sound employment practices help your organization run smoothly and

reduce the likelihood that an employment-related lawsuit will be filed.

Article - Good Employment
Practices Protect Religious
Organizations

Article - Letting Staff Go - Best

Practices for Christian EmployersTo address the risk of such claims, your organization should:

Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment•Become familiar with employment laws in your state.

•Maintain an employee handbook. Update it regularly to reflect

current laws and practices.

•Consult an attorney to determine how to improve your

organization's employment practices, or to discuss specific

situations.

Thorny employment issues often involve the areas of attendance,

personal conduct, and sexual harassment. Established policies can

serve as a guide for employees, and, in the case of a lawsuit, accurate

documentation of policy violations can provide proof that you were

justified in disciplining or terminating an employee.

Attendance: Make good record-keeping a

priority.

In a situation of chronic absenteeism or tardiness, you may decide to

terminate an employee after multiple warnings. But what if he claims

you're acting for other reasons?

Implementing standard procedures ahead of time will help you answer

such claims and comply with employment law:

Maintain accurate, confidential personnel records.

Store the records in a secure area. Medical information, which is

subject to a higher level of privacy protection, should be kept in a

separate secure location.

Keep up-to-date attendance records.

Keep detailed employee performance information, such as annual

reviews and any disciplinary actions.

Exclude identifying information (e.g., race, color, sex, national

origin, age, disability, or marital status).

Record all changes in employee status, such as promotions, leaves

of absence, or pay rates.

A variety of state and federal laws may bear on the attendance issue,

including the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA), or state disability laws.

Personal Conduct: Provide clear expectations.

You may have to deal with employees whose conduct is inappropriate

for a Christian organization—such as daycare center workers who spend

their workday discussing weekend drinking and partying.

Make sure employees understand from the beginning that they will be

held to organizational standards:

•Establish a personal conduct policy outlining behavior considered

unacceptable by your organization.

•Require new employees to sign a personal conduct contract.

•Provide regular training on employees' rights and responsibilities.

If employee conduct merits disciplinary action or termination:

•Get signed statements from people who witnessed the behavior or

overheard the employees talking about it.

•Discuss the allegations with the employees.

•Give the employees a copy of the policies violated by their

behavior.

•If policies are not yet in place, warn the employees that similar

behavior in the future could result in termination.

•Take appropriate disciplinary action.

State laws give employers varying degrees of control over employees'

conduct outside the workplace. In some states, religious organizations

have more freedom in this matter than other organizations.

Sexual Harassment: Create policies and

investigate impartially.

How would you handle a complaint by a female employee that a male

employee has been making sexual comments and emailing her

inappropriate images?

The following measures will enable your organization to define the

consequences in this type of situation:

•Create an electronic media policy. This prohibits the use of

computers or email for transmission of, or access to, information

that is illicit, unsavory, pornographic, or harassing.

•Establish a zero-tolerance policy toward sexual harassment. State

in writing that harassment will result in disciplinary action.

•Train employees to recognize and report sexual harassment.

In reviewing allegations of misconduct:

Don't tell employees to deal with it on their own.

Investigate to determine whether the behavior in question violates

your sexual harassment or electronic media policies.

If possible, check email records or Internet sites the accused has

accessed.

Discuss the incident with each of the individuals. Interview and get

signed statements from witnesses. If you find a violation, discipline

or terminate the offender.

Don't punish the accuser for reporting the behavior.

If you terminate the offender:

1. Tell the staff and others with a need to know only that the person

violated an organizational policy.

2. If asked for a reference by a potential employer, limit your

comments to the person's employment dates.

Note: The U.S. Supreme Court has held employers strictly responsible

for acts of sexual harassment committed by supervisory employees,

even if the employer prohibited or was unaware of the conduct.
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Begin Your Review

Article - Letting Staff Go - Best

Practices for Christian Employers
Basic Legal Principles

Hiring and Onboarding
Operating an effective organization involves hiring, coaching,

evaluating, and supervising paid staff. For various reasons, Christian

employers may realize that an individual—whom they hired to perform

specific work—is no longer a good fit for the position. Or they may

discover that an employee who originally performed well is no longer

succeeding in the job. Budget considerations or changing organizational

priorities also may lead to a job reduction. Whatever the cause, parting

ways with an employed staff member may become necessary as

Christian organizations seek to further their mission.

Employment Payroll & Taxes

Employee Handbook

Saying Goodbye

Legal Assist FAQ - What steps

should we take before letting an

employee go?

Article - Good Employment
Practices Protect Religious
Organizations

When terminating an employee, the key is to view termination as a

process, not a point-in-time event.

Article - Letting Staff Go - Best

Practices for Christian Employers
Rushing the process is one of the biggest mistakes that employers can

make in terminating an employee. Supervisors may view a staff

member's error as "the last straw" and follow through with a push to

quickly terminate the individual's employment. Despite a natural

inclination to promptly deal with the problem, the rush to terminate an

employee is a significant employment liability threat.

Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment

If an employee poses a safety threat or is significantly disrupting the

organization, consider placing the individual on paid leave while leaders

take the following steps. It's much better to ensure that you have

reviewed and addressed all factors rather than fire an employee and

later learn that a loose end has left the nonprofit vulnerable to liability.

Before leaders let an employee go, they should first take each of the

following steps:

STEP 1: Talk to Your Attorney

Employment law can be complex and varies significantly from state to

state. It's important that your organization's leaders recognize and

apply all relevant laws and regulations. Accordingly, you should always

consult with a locally licensed attorney who can provide a legal opinion

before an employee is terminated. Your attorney should help guide you

through steps 2-4 below.

STEP 2: Determine Whether the Individual is an At-Will Employee

More often than not, an employment relationship will be "at-will." This

means termination can occur without any particular reason at the

discretion of the employee, the employer, or both. The at-will

employment doctrine holds that—absent a contract between an

employer and employee—the employer may terminate an employee for

any reason not prohibited by law.

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, several exceptions have

developed regarding the at-will employment rule. An exception may

apply when termination would be contrary to public policy (e.g.,

termination of an employee who has made a workers' compensation

claim or who has reported employer misconduct). Some states also are

more likely to view the employer/employee relationship like it's an

employment contract, which makes employee termination much more

difficult to carry out in these states.

Factors that can affect at-will employment:

•Verbal assurances to an employee: Some states—whether by statute or

case law—have recognized an employment-contract relationship if an

employee has received oral assurances from the employer of a continued
relationship, such as "we will be able to keep you through year-end," and
other similar statements.

•Employment handbook: The employment handbook is another area that
can inadvertently create a contractual relationship. For instance,

provisions in an employee handbook that expressly state or imply
employment to be year-to-year or termination to be only for "just cause"

could be interpreted as developing an employment contract, in effect,

eliminating the concept of at-will employment. Including a progressive
discipline process in your employee handbook also can create obligations
for the ministry employer that erode the at-will status of employment.

•Employer conduct: There are times when an employer's conduct or

statements alone can imply a contractual relationship whether an

agreement is put in writing or not. For example, telling an employee that
his or her position is secure provided that income remains stable
undermines at-will employment principles.

An employer can minimize these risks by clearly stating the relationship

as at-will in the employment handbook and any other employment-

related documents given to employees.

STEP 3: Documentation and Consistency

Carefully maintain documentation for each employee from the time that

you first employ an individual until employment ends. Regular written

performance reviews not only help staff members know how they're

performing, but this documentation also can serve as valuable evidence

to support employee termination, if it has been properly developed,

Unless proper documentation is placed in the individual's personnel file,

it's difficult to demonstrate a performance problem after the fact, or to

show what factors led to an employee's termination. It's best when an

organization's supervisors thoroughly document an employee's

performance, including performance problems they have observed, and

any disciplinary action they've taken. Employment files also should

contain screening documents and any references received prior to

employment. It's far better to err on the side of over-documentation

because the contents of employee files are often critical when a

ministry has to defend its decision to terminate employed staff.

In addition to thorough documentation, consistent application of

discipline also is important. Christian organizations should always

consistently apply policies and procedures to all employees. If two staff

members demonstrate the same weakness, and if one is given a verbal

warning and the other is terminated, the organization may face a

disparate treatment lawsuit. To minimize this risk, remain consistent in

how you treat all employees.

STEP 4: Employment Handbook Review

As you consider employee termination, be sure to review your

employment handbook to ensure that the steps you're taking line up

with handbook policies. Involve your attorney in this process and be

sure to review your employment handbook regularly and keep it up to

date with any changes or new policies you establish. By doing so, you

also will help to solidify the at-will status of employment within your

organization and help eliminate potential problems when employee

performance issue arise and you consider terminating an employee.

You can use the sample policies on this Working Together site to get

started.

Several Lines of Reasoning Provide Grounds for

Employment-Related Litigation

The termination of employment is nearly always a stressful process,

both for the employee and the employer. While the employee may be

disappointed or even angry with the decision, in most cases, they will

accept the decision and move on. Despite the best preparation and

solid reasoning behind an employee termination, some employees who

have been fired will pursue legal action against their former employer.

If a suit is filed, frequently it will be based on one or more of the

following premises:

•Federal Law Violation: There are a wide variety of federal laws that
govern employment relationships. These laws range from wage and hour
specifications to benefit and hiring/firing requirements. Discrimination
claims based on age, gender, race, disability, and other protected classes
can arise after a termination. The application of federal employment law
often depends on the number of employees within the organization. The
U.S. Department of Labor offers a variety of resources that can help
employers better understand these laws.

•State Law Violation: State-based court decisions often govern liability
when allegations of wrongful termination surface. In addition to case law,

some of the same legal requirements addressed by federal laws also are

legislated by the states, sometimes even more stringently than under
federal law. State statutes and local ordinances vary significantly by
jurisdiction, which makes it important for you to seek guidance from your
attorney.

•Breach of Contract: Employment relationships were historically based on

contract law. Employment essentially involves two parties agreeing to

enter into terms of a relationship that will be mutually beneficial. A

breach of contract is a claim by one of the parties that the other party did
not uphold their end of the agreement. After termination, an employee
may argue that a breach of contract has occurred, and use the breach as

grounds for a wrongful termination lawsuit. As previously noted, the at-

will employment doctrine was created to soften some of the contractual
components of the employment relationship.

•Defamation: Another claim that can surface following employee
termination is defamation of character. Defamation involves allegations
that false statements about the employee were knowingly made by the
employer to others. A similar claim, known as invasion of privacy, also can

arise following the termination of an employee. Invasion of privacy claims
involve true statements that were conveyed by the employer to

individuals who did not have a right to receive the information.

U.S. Supreme Court Recognizes Ministerial

Exception

In the landmark 2012 Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and

School vs. EEOC decision, the U.S. Supreme Court formally recognized a

ministerial exception that applies to belief-based decisions religious

institutions make. The court's decision effectively bars ministerial staff

members from suing their ministry employer in response to the

ministry's belief-based, employment-related decisions.

The Supreme Court was less specific in defining who should be

considered a ministerial employee. Generally, the justices said that the

court should consider three criteria:

•Whether the religious institution made its decision to hire the individual
based "largely on religious criteria."

•Whether the individual is authorized to perform ceremonies of the
church.

•Whether the person engages in ecclesiastical or religious activities, and
"attends to the religious needs of the faithful" as a part of their job
function.

Senior pastors, associate pastors, and similar roles appear to fit with

the three-factor test. The ruling permits ministry organizations to make

hiring and firing decisions with less concern about being sued by

pastors and other ministerial staff. If an employee falls under this

ministerial designation, their ability to succeed in a lawsuit based on a

belief-based decision will be very limited.

Protect Your Christian Organization

Be sure your church or religious organization has appropriate

employment practices liability insurance coverage in place. Without

such coverage, your organization may be self-insuring any employment

liability exposures that may surface. Also remember, consulting with a

locally licensed attorney is generally your best defense against wrongful

termination claims that a dismissed employee may bring against the

organization.
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Begin Your Review

Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment
Basic Legal Principles

Hiring and Onboarding
Any time an employee separation occurs, it is important to review the

employee relationship and take a few other steps before letting an

employee go. This policy explains the procedures that employees should

expect when terminating employment from your organization. It should

include the following elements:

Employment Payroll & Taxes

Employee Handbook

Saying Goodbye

•A review of employment documents. Examine the employment contract,

handbook, code of conduct, statement of faith, or other initial documents
provided to the employee to ensure compliance with these documents during
the separation process.

•Notice provisions. If your organization requires two weeks' notice before
voluntary termination, a court could consider the handbook to be an
employment contract. Instead, you could request (not require) two weeks'
notice or ask that employees provide two weeks' notice to obtain another
benefit, such as payment of vacation time (if allowed by law).

•The exit interview process, if used.

•A requirement that materials you own be returned. Examples include keys,
company vehicle, computer equipment, credit card, company phone, etc.

•The method of compensating vacation, sick, or other paid time upon
termination.

Legal Assist FAQ - What steps
should we take before lettingan

employee go?

Article - Good Employment
Practices Protect Religious
Organizations

Article - LettingStaff Go - Best

Practices for Christian Employers

Sample Policy - Separation From

Employment

Your organization should deliver a final separation letter to employees

at termination. It should include the following types of information:

•Organization's name

•Employee's name and title

•Letter date

•Notice of separation

•The last date of employment

•Last paycheck date

•A list of benefits to which the employee is entitled, including their expiration
dates. Examples include: Health insurance, short- and long-term disability, and
the types of paid time off that may be paid out.

•Human resources contact information

This is not an exclusive list. You'll want to work with a local employment

law attorney to ensure your letter includes all relevant information as

required by applicable law.

*Please note: Some states have very specific requirements for when an

employee's last paycheck must be issued. You will want an employment

attorney in your state to confirm the deadline for issuing an employee's

last paycheck.

SAMPLE POLICY:

SEPARATION FROM EMPLOYMENT

When an employee ends employment with (name of organization), the

procedures listed below should be followed:

•Employees who voluntarily separate from this organization are

asked to give at least 10 working days' notice of their intention to

terminate employment, excluding any vacation days. Written notice

should be given to your manager and the business administrator.

•All employees are expected to meet with the business administrator for
an exit interview. Employees may be asked to complete an exit interview
form, explaining the reasons for separation and their assessment of the
employment experience at your organization.

•During the exit interview, employees will complete any necessary
paperwork. The business administrator will advise employees about their
benefits and other issues that relate to separation from this organization.

•Employees shall return any materials and equipment owned by this
organization. These include the employee handbook and any off-site
documents, equipment, or supplies. Upon termination of employment, all
access to the computer systems and the building shall end. Vacation time
will be paid to an employee separating from employment in accordance
with the vacation and sick policy. An employee's termination date shall be
the last day of employment in which the employee was present and
working. Unless otherwise prohibited by law, benefits shall cease on the
employee's termination date.

•Supervisors [or HR professional] should review the employee relationship,
employment contract, handbook, code of conduct, statement of faith, or

other initial documents provided to the employee and ensure compliance
with these documents during the separation process.

•Supervisors [or HR professional] should complete the Separation From

Employment checklist.

Guidelines

This organization reserves the right to require any employees who have

been terminated or who have advised this organization of their intent to

terminate, to immediately cease employment, return any materials and

equipment owned by (name of organization), and leave the building.

SAMPLE CHECKLIST:

SEPARATION FROM EMPLOYMENT

Employee Name:

Termination Effective Date:

[ ] Receive resignation letter from employee or inform employee of

termination.

[ ] Verify vacation & sick time remaining (if applicable).

[ ] Notify payroll company or payroll department (whichever

applies).

[ ] Determine how to contact individual for future

correspondence.

[ ] Final employee time card submitted (if applicable).

[ ] Notify IT or HR (whichever applies) to change passwords,

disable accounts, forward emails to the employee's manager, and

remove employee from the website.

[ ] Prepare and give separation letter to employee.

[ ] Prepare and deliver Severance Agreement (if applicable).

[] Update employee's HR file.

[ ] Complete exit interview with employee.

Collect all applicable items from employee:

[ ] Keys or access cards to company vehicle, office, etc.

[] Company vehicle

[ ] Company computer equipment

[ ] Miscellaneous office furniture

[ ] Company credit cards

[ ] Company phone

Miscellaneous Comments:

This is a sample handbook policy only. Your organization is responsible for
compliance with all applicable laws. Accordingly, this document should not

be used or adopted by your organization without first being reviewed and

approved by a licensed attorney in your area. Brotherhood Mutual assumes

no liability in preparation and distribution of this sample document.

Working Together © 2021BrotherhoodMutualInsurance Company. All rights reserved.

www.brotherhoodmutual.com/working-together.
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